MB “Geezerhood”
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Transcribed by JA (02-02-2004)

MB: But now. They’re like 10 years older than us. Ten to fifteen years older. My
aunt’s actually my age.
BJ: Mm hmm.
MB: And my uncle’s about fourteen years older. So, I don’t know, all the sudden
they’ve shot into geezerhood. [I don’t know what happened to them. (laughing)]
BJ: [(laughing)]
MB: Like they got this [RV, you know]. So now they’re like driving around every
time they have a couple days off. They hop in this RV and go places, and. You
know.
BJ: [(laughing)]
MB: I’ve been [[to these]] R-, wh-, we wen-, we went to an RV show with them
[[[maybe]]] a year or two ago, before they, you know, when we still did things on
occasion.
BJ: [[Yeah.]] [[[Mm hmm]]]
MB: So I would like- let’s go to an RV show and see what they have, and. It was
just a bunch of, you know, like, older [white] couples. And I guess that’s, you
know.
BJ: [Mm hmm]
BJ: I think that’s the whole thing, I mean, I’m just wondering, what are people our
age, gonna do, you know, when we get to be retirement age. Are we gonna
suddenly get interested in RVs? [I don’t know?]
MB: [I don’t know.] Because here’s my uncle who was like a biker, [for like a-] I
mean, what are you doing? What’s, where is your bike. [[(laughing) You know
what-, I mean I can’t believe that you went from this to thi-.]] I mean it’s just such
a leap.
BJ: [Mm hmm] [[(laughing)]]
MB: And I think I might go.=If it could happen to him it could happen to me, you
know.
BJ: (lauging)
MB: So my uncle- my husband, he always blames it on the fact that, um, you
know my uncle had a couple near death experiences with, uh, carotid obstruction,
[you know], with-, he had to have plaque cleaned out of his carotid artery, and
ope- open surgery by-pass, [[this kind]] of thing. So, he thinks that maybe theseyou know, they, these make you think twice about y- your time on earth, and then
so what, you jump into geezerhood. I just can’t- I don’t get the necconnec[[[tion.]]] But anyway.
BJ: [oh, uh huh] [[mm hmm]] [[[yeah]]]

